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The following questions were received the week of 3/11/2024 regarding the WAP RFP. 
 

1. What is this Certificate of professional Liability insurance? Is this different from 
the normal General Liability we normally carry, and or an addition too? 

 
For contractors conducting environmental testing Professional Liability 
Coverage is required. 

 
2. On the WAP Pricing Sheet. Looking at the measures- most of the boxes have NA 

in the labor & materials spots along with the total cost for that measure. 
Should I assume that all of the boxes that have NA already typed in that I should 
not be pricing these measures out on the form? 
 
For measures that have NA in the Labor/Hour & Materials Columns you would be 
entering amounts in the Units Column. 
 

3. RFP question on page 19 the "Required Forms" number 4 from the list "Copies of 
contractor registration form(s) submitted via  https://www.elicense.ct.gov/"   
does this mean you want print outs of licenses? What exactly is it that is 
supposed to be submitted? 
 
The Contactor Registration Form from the elicense.ct.gov website populated 
with the information regarding your company must be submitted along with  
copies of licenses and certifications as outlined in the RFP.  If you are unable to 
download the form from the site, we have included a copy for you to complete 
and return with your proposal.  (See Document Contractors Registration Form) 
 

4. The pricing sheet it is formatted where when we print doesn't fit on page, it is 
way too small, and cuts much off. 

 

ADDENDUM I 

Friday, March 15, 2024 

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/%22


If printing out the pricing sheet it is formatted for legal paper – but remember it 
must be submitted electronically as outlined in the RFP Page 3, By Mail or Hand 
Deliver. 

 
5. I have read the instructions on pricing a few times now. It is my understanding 

that if we do not fall in the 5% of median pricing for a specific item that we 
cannot do that work even if awarded bid. Is this how it is meant to be?  

 
No. For any contractor that proposed a price up to 5% higher than the identified 
median price, it will be at that Contractor’s discretion to decide if they will 
accept a contract for the lower median price – for that item. 
 

6. There are some measures where it does not give a unit, are we supposed to 
provide our own for pricing? 
 
Input from Vendors regarding the Pricing Sheet are being reviewed and the 
Pricing Sheet will be updated to reflect a description of pricing in the Units 
column.  An updated Pricing Sheet will be posted early next week. 
 
 
 

Questions will be accepted until Wednesday, March 20, 2024, at 4:30PM, and responses 
will be posted on Monday, March  25, 2024 by 4:00PM. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


